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Rwanda: Rebels Attacked. (Θ)
As of 1800Z 7 Nov 90
1. (Θ) Government forces have staged a comeback after losing the northern border station at Gatuna over the weekend of 3 November.
2. (C) They attacked Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) positions around Gatuna, pushing the rebels to within 6 km of the Ugandan border, and captured 1U rebels during operations in the 2,600-square-km Akegera National Park. Leading the RPF combatants since the deaths of Maj Gen Fred Rwigyema and Maj Baingana is Maj Paul Kagami. He was with the RPF during its recent conventional warfare defeats and has decided to attempt a guerrilla war.
3. (Θ) Comment: Kagami's experiences in the Bush War of the 1980's in support of Uganda's President Museveni, as well as the RPF's latest setbacks, may have influenced his decision to try unconventional warfare. Despite the RPF's attempts to conduct small-unit unconventional operations, the government's mop-up operations will probably be successful unless the rebels receive reinforcements soon. (DECL OADB)
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